INVESTIGATION REPORT – Team 2
Investigation Site

Amersham Old Town, St Mary and Parsonage Wood

Investigation Date

22nd May 2009

Report By

Stephanie Lawn

Team Members

Stephanie and Marion

St Mary’s
Pre-Vigils
Before the vigil starts, Marion hears a loud plop as if something has fallen in the water. There was
nothing on the bank that could have fallen in and no ripples in the water.

Vigil 1 21:15 to 22:00
21:22 Steph measures the temperature at 15°C.
21:29 Marion picks up the words Holy Cross of St.George.
21:30 Marion gets the impression of a man rolling a large barrel in front of the church from right to
left and the name Arthur James.
Steph gets the impression of a Spaniard who was very popular in the village.
21:31 Marion senses there are special people of this parish.
21:32 Marion picks up the names Thomas Spencer and Arthur Mullard (actor/comedian).
21:33 Marion picks up the words pig in a poke.
Steph hears a noise to her right. As she looks round she gets the impression of a man riding a
bike from the direction of the road down towards them. Steph notes that he appears to be
cycling along where the row of trees now are.
21:35 Steph feels the Spaniard has some link to the church as she only gets the impression of him
when looking at the church.
21:36 Marion picks up ticklemass daises and the name Ned.
21:38 Marion picks up the word Sepulchre.
21:40 Marion picks up Basil as in the herb.
21:41 Marion also picks up Spinach, Parsley, Pastime, Seasonal.
21:42 Marion picks up the name Crackelbarrel Bob.
21:45 Marion sees a shadow about one metre tall to her left moving towards her along the path. It
went passed one of the trees but did not emerge the other side.
As Steph looks towards the West end of the church, she keeps getting the colour purple in her
mind.
21:49 Marion hears the words ‘I am careworn’.
21:52 Marion picks up the name Agnes Hill.
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Steph feels the Spaniard has made a big impression on the village as he is something new to the
people there. He is a very colourful and bold person but also kind. He likes to see the best in
people. Steph feels one of his initials is ‘M’.
21:54 Marion picks up Spinach and Parsley…tasty with lamb.
21:56 Marion picks up The Deluge.
21:59 Marion gets the name Anita Hill.
Steph records no EMF readings around the vigil site.

Vigil 2 22:15 to 23:00
22:20 Steph reads the temperature as 11°C.
22:24 Marion picks up Speed the Plough.
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22:25 Marion hears footsteps in front and to her right about 6 metres away and gets the name Mary
Ann.
Steph gets the names John and Roger.
22:28 Marion hears a man’s voice saying ‘This be a grand place’.
22:31 Marion gets the word Bandelions (instead of Dandelions). She feels there is a comedian around.
As Steph is looking up towards the woods she gets an impression of a woman in what looks like
a long white night dress with short sleeves who appears to be floating through the woods. She
appears lifeless, her head is hanging down and Steph cannot she her face but she has very long
wavy fair hair. The woman looks limp like she is being dragged through the air. Steph has the

feeling she has hung herself.
22:34 Marion picks up on Restitution for something a man did wrong; a penance.
22:37 Marion hears a woman say ‘I was his punch bag’ and gets the name Anna May. She then hears
‘He punched me senseless till I stopped breathing. I left my two little girls, my little darlings.
May he rot in hell. He was brutal’.
22:41 Steph feels her eyes & sinuses become very tight and achy when looking up towards the woods.
22:44 Marion gets Sing along with Susie; wartime songs. She then gets an image of a woman wearing
a wrap around floral pinny. Two young girls are hanging on to her skirt, they look frightened.
The woman’s skirt hangs just below her calf. She doesn’t want Marion to see her face as it’s
badly bruised, so she shows Marion how she used to look. She has black hair with a side
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parting, it waves at the sides and is pulled back into a knot at the back of her neck. She has a
lovely gentle face. Marion asks if she is here.
22:58 Marion feels huge cold shivers. Marion feels it is freezing around herself and Steph. Marion
asks whoever is there if they can speak in to her dictaphone, which is on a grave to her left.
22:59 Steph suddenly feels very cold although has felt comfortable throughout the vigil.

Parsonage Wood
Vigil 1 23:45 to 00:30
On the walk up the path toward the woods, Marion’s batteries in her torch die despite hardly being
used.
23:45 Steph
reads
the
temperature as 12°C.
23:50 Marion picks up the
name Mark and the
occupation Woodsman.
She also picks up
Ponies.
23:53 Steph has the name
Emma stuck in her head.
23:57 Marion picks up on the
name Bernadette and
Village Idiot.
23:59 Marion picks up A
shilling for it: Some old
rope.
00:03 Marion gets Sops a poor
mans porridge and A
nice bit of lettuce.
Steph has a peculiar
feeling of being very
distant like she is a very
long way from home;
like being in a different
country.
00:05 Marion sees a shadow
move between two trees
in front of her and picks
up the words Spicy
Pudding.
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00:09 Marion hears a voice behind
her saying ‘Oooooh’. She also
picks up Faggots and peas.
00:20 Marion
picks
up
the
words/names Simpleton and
Brownlow.
00:22 Marion picks up Splash
(instead of Mash) and
Dumplings.
00:27 Marion picks up the words
‘Goodbye sweetheart, see you
soon’.

Post Vigils
During the vigil in the woods, Marion
feels she has picked up on a spirit
who is a bit of a comedian who likes
food and grows it himself.
Marion’s E.V.P Results:
Vigil 1 Clonking noises like a
wooden door being closed
then opened.
Vigil 2 In the Graveyard a woman quietly saying what sounds like heeeelp and the sound of a stone
hitting a grave.
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